Agilent CrossLab

From Insight to Outcome

iLab Operations Software

Helping Implement Social Distancing - SEASR
iLab is the Leading Provider in Core Facility Management Software

- Founded in 2006 by academic researchers
- 100 staff across Europe, North America, and Asia Pacific
- Focuses on academic research management
- Works with more than 200 research institutions
- Joined Agilent in 2016
Helping your core implement social distancing using iLab

- **Navigate a new normal**
  - Getting back to work after the shutdown.
  - Guidelines to comply with local, regional and national regulations

- **Evolve and accommodate**
  - iLab is designed to accommodate shared resource facilities
  - The system easily allows you to accommodate safety guidelines that will change over time

- **Ensure safety and productivity**
  - iLab is a modular, web-based, lab and instrument management tool
  - Functionality includes calendars for reserving specific resources/spaces, access control for sensitive or validated users, and project request management
How we can help

• **Expedited implementation timelines**
  • The Agilent iLab team shrunk months to weeks to quickly adapt software for customers who now need to adhere to social-distancing protocols because of the pandemic

• **Web-based Calendaring System**
  • iLab allows shared resource users to book instruments wherever internet access is available
  • Shared resource administrators can verify bookings and even monitor real time usage wherever internet access is available

• **Functionality to ensure social distancing**
  • Project request interface allows dialogue from the customer and shared resource to flow back and forth
  • Calendars can be set up on a per room basis
  • Linked calendar functionality enables the shared resource to link calendars together
Please contact the iLab team for more information
ilab-info@agilent.com, vaughn.hinrichs@Agilent.com
Or visit our website for more options